Introduction mutations in terms of the degree of growth retardation and developmental delay. Expressed limb abnormalities were reported in 3 of the 4 mutation positive patients by Miyake et al. (2005) , and Gillis et al. (2004) found a similar but not significant correlation. The latter authors also observed a more expressed clinical phenotype among the truncating mutation carriers compared to those with a missense mutation.
Here we report on the clinical, molecular, and behavioural phenotype of 39 Dutch CdLS patients, and correlations between genotype and phenotype.
Subjects and Methods

Clinical Evaluation
Patients enrolled in the study through the cooperation of the Dutch CdLS support group. All patients were evaluated by one of two clinical geneticists (AvH; RCMH), specifically for this study. This evaluation included clinical history, family history (3 generations), physical examination, and anthropometry. In older patients, photographs taken at a younger age were evaluated, and pertinent data regarding medical history and psychological testing were retrieved. Patients were classified at first contact (before molecular studies were performed) as having a phenotype that was classical; mild; atypical but did not definitively exclude the diagnosis CdLS ('possible CdLS'); and definitively not CdLS. The various features used in establishing this severity score are summarized in Table 1 , with examples shown in Figure 1 .
Criteria for postnatal growth and limb anomalies were as used before (Gillis et al. 2004) .
Normal values of prenatal growth and skull circumference were those for the general population (Nelhaus 1968; Van Wieringen et al 1985) . As it has been reported that individuals with CdLS have a more expressed developmental delay if birth weight is below 1,500 g (Hawley et al. 1985; Saal et al. 1993 ) prenatal growth retardation was categorised as lesser delay (birth weight 2,500-1,500g) and expressed delay (<1,500g). If necessary data were normalized for gestational age. In prematurely born children, the cut-off levels were adapted according to gestational age. To allow distinction between the usually mild microcephaly in CdLS mild type (-3SD) and more expressed microcephaly in CdLS classical type (-6SD) (Allanson et al. 1997) , microcephaly was divided into subgroups above and below -4SD.
Adaptive functioning was scored according to the results of formal testing using the Vineland Adaptive Behaviour (VABS) scale (see Psychology Assessments). Criteria for the various facial phenotypes have been reported elsewhere (Allanson et al. 1997) .
Forty-two patients participated in the study. Three patients were found not to have CdLS and were excluded from the study, leaving 39 participants. All were sporadic.
The study was approved by the Medical Ethical committee of the Academic Medical
Centre, and by the board of the Dutch CdLS Support Group.
Dimensional Photography
3D images of 20 individuals (7 female; 13 male; all Caucasian) with a putative diagnosis of CdLS were captured using a commercial photogrammetric face scanner (Surfim/MedEIM Ltd). The age range was 1.3 to 23.8 years (mean 10.8 years). In addition, 195 images of healthy Caucasian individuals with an age range of 2 weeks to 24.2 years (mean 9.6 years) were collected using the same scanner or a similar device (3dMD Inc).
These controls were recruited either from staff at the authors' institutions or from healthy family members at support group meetings for a variety of genetic conditions. Each image was annotated manually with 21 reproducible landmarks by one individual, as described elsewhere (Hammond et al. in the press). 10 individuals had a confirmed mutation, 5 had no mutation but were clinically diagnosed and each was given a label of "classical" or "mild" before mutation analysis was undertaken. The remaining 5 were labelled "possible" as they had no mutation and their clinical diagnosis was unsure. Using software developed in-house, a dense surface model of face shape (Hutton et al. 2003) was constructed from 210 landmarked images comprising the 195 controls and the 15 individuals classified with a classic or mild CdLS phenotype. Approximately 16,000 points on each face were used in the dense correspondence. The corresponding DSM contained 65 principal components covering 99% of all shape variation.
The mean face shape was derived for the control and CdLS subgroups (Fig. 2) . The images of the 5 individuals classified as "possible" were compared with the DSM unseen.
Using the 65 principal components to synthesise each face, the position of each face relative to the control and CdLS mean faces was normalised to the interval [-1,+1] with the control mean at -1 and the CdLS mean at +1. A scatter plot of relative position between the means against the distance from the CdLS mean is shown in Fig. 3 . Each face is shown labelled as either Control, CdLS (mild), CdLS (classic) or Possible CdLS. Similarly, a scatter plot (Fig.   4 ) of mild mean vs. classic mean (horizontally) against control mean vs. CdLS mean (vertically) was generated for all images except for possible CdLS patients. In Fig. 4 , the labelling included was in terms of mutation.
Psychological Assessments
The present study aimed to assess general behaviour, adaptive behaviour, and autistic features. Of the 39 patients, one had died in the meantime, and two were unavailable for psychological studies for practical reasons only. The remaining 36 individuals were assessed for adaptive behaviour using the Vineland Adaptive Behaviour (VABS) scale (expanded version) (Sparrow et al. 1984) , for behavioural problems with the Dutch version of the Developmental Behaviour Checklist (DBC) (Einfeld and Tonge 1995; Dekker et al. 2002) , and for autism using the Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO) (Wing 1999) , and the Autism Algorithm Score of the DBC (Einfeld and Tonge 1995). More extensive psychological data, including data on the burden of parenthood of a child with CdLS, will be published elsewhere (Klein et al, in preparation) .
Data regarding formal testing of cognitive functioning of patients were available from earlier assessments. However, we did not include these, as a variety of intelligence tests had been used and the results did not compare well. Moreover, the levels of adaptive functioning are of more importance in relation to challenging behaviour and autistic features.
Molecular Investigations
Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood lymphocytes (Gentra Systems) in both patients and parents of patients who had a detectable NIPBL mutation or polymorphism. The entire NIPBL coding region (exons 2-47) was screened for mutations. Primer sequences and PCR conditions are available (addendum 1; on the internet only). Mutational analysis of the amplimers was performed by Denaturing High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (DHPLC) (Transgenomic Wave). PCR products with altered DHPLC peak were purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and were sequenced bidirectionally on an ABI 377 sequencer. NIPBL seq from the NCBI (NM_015384) was used as reference sequence to name mutations and polymorphisms. As no single case with a larger deletion detected by Fluorescent In-Situ Hybridization (FISH) has been reported, we refrained from FISH analysis.
All patients were investigated using standard cytogenetic techniques (450 bands or more).
Genotype-Phenotype Correlations
Genotype-phenotype correlations were analysed using contingency-table analysis. This was performed for the criteria used to construct the severity score ( 
Results
Clinical Phenotype
In total 39 patients entered the study. The clinical data found in the present group are summarized in Table 2 , grouped as findings in all patients, in various groups of patients depending on the results of molecular studies (truncating mutations; missense mutations; no detectable mutations), and also depending on clinical phenotype (classical type; mild type; possible CdLS). The main clinical features were similar to those previously reported in the literature. Gestation was shorter, and length and weight at birth were lower in patients with the classical phenotype. Hands were shorter and reflux was more prominent in the classical type (p<0.05), as was a depressed nasal bridge (p<0.01), but small nipples were more common in the mild type (p<0.05). A hitherto infrequently reported finding was the presence of a short 4 th metatarsal (either unilaterally or bilaterally present) in 50% of the total group under study, both in the classical and the mild type.
As expected the mean total severity score in the patients with a classical phenotype (11.96) was higher than the score in patients with a mild type (10.14; p = 0.008) or those who possibly have CdLS (8.25; p = 0.004). The correlations between the various components of the severity score varied from -0.374 (prenatal growth to postnatal growth) to -.702 (Adaptive functioning to Face), indicating that even for the components with the highest value one correlation could be explained by the other for less than 50%. The independence of the various components was therefore sufficiently high to allow inclusion of each component.
3D scanning
Using a classification criterion of closest mean, as determined by horizontal position relative to the y-axis in Fig. 3 , faces of patients #1, #2, and #3 with possible CdLS are classified as controls and #4 and #5 as CdLS. #1 and #2 are well within the control group and #3 is an outlier suggesting that the face although not CdLS-like is definitely dysmorphic. Image #4 is on the periphery of the CdLS group in terms of similarity to the CdLS mean. This image was captured while the individual was sleeping, however, and so may not be reliable. Image #5 is considerably further from the CdLS mean, suggesting the face has CdLS-like features but is not very similar to the rest of the CdLS group. Figure 4 shows clear separation between the mild and classic subgroups, thus confirming the pre-genotyping manual phenotype classification and indicating the potential for subclassifying on facial features. The plot shows no obvious subgrouping in relation to mutation analysis apart from the previously stated and independently confirmed conclusion that a truncating mutation is associated with a classic facial phenotype. The number of 3D images is too small to validate this statistically, however.
Psychological Assessments
The results of psychological testing are summarized in Table 2 and in part shown in Figure 5 .
The raw scores of the adaptive functioning in the VABS were categorized at six levels (Sparrow 1984) . Of the 36 CdLS-patients, only one was functioning at the "borderline level", four at the "mild level", six at the "moderate level", six at the "severe level" and 19 at the "profound level".
There was a significant positive correlation (p <0.05) between age and severity of adaptive malfunctioning: with increasing age the adaptive level decreased. The most expressed behavioural problems concerned self-absorbed behaviour (covering items about preoccupation with trivial items, pica, biting, screaming, head banging, stereotypical movements), and disruptive behaviour (kicking and hitting, noisiness, mood change, impatience, impulsiveness). There was a high correlation between the level of adaptive behaviour and the severity of behaviour problems: patients with the lowest level of adaptive functioning had more behavioural problems (p<0.01) (Fig. 5 ).
Autistic traits are found at the four lowest levels of adaptive functioning, and concern in particular individuals with a profoundly affected adaptive level. Of the 19 individuals in this group, 17 achieved a score compatible with autism spectrum disorder using the DISCO and 15 of them also on the DBC Autism-Algorithm Scale. According to the DISCO scale two individuals with severely affected adaptive functioning and five individuals with moderately affected adaptive functioning meet the criteria of autism. On the DBC scale, four patients with severely affected and three with moderately affected adaptive functioning were classified as autistic. However, these results are established using cut-off scores and do not take qualitative data into account. A comparison of present qualitative results with those obtained in individuals with classic autism falls beyond the scope of this report and will be presented elsewhere (Klein et al. in preparation) . Patients with a classical phenotype were more often found to be autistic on both the DBC (p<0.05) and DISCO (p<0.01) scales.
NIPBL mutations
NIPBL mutations were identified in 22 patients (56%) with CdLS (Table 3) , and comprised 3 splice site mutations, 5 missense mutations, 3 nonsense mutations, and 11 frameshift mutations. All identified mutations were private, except for a 2-bp deletion in exon 10 (c.2479_2480delAG) in two unrelated individuals, which has previously been described in 2 patients (Gillis et al. 2004) , and a splice site mutation in the upstream of exon 7 (c.610 -6T>C) in two unrelated patients. Missense mutations p.Pro29Gln, p.Lys775Arg, p.Glu2052Asp, p.Arg2298Ser, and p.Lys2550Ile altered residues highly conserved across species (rat, mouse, and Drosophila), and the changes were not detected in 150 (300 alleles) control subjects. All mutations were found to have occurred de novo. Biological relationships were confirmed within each family of patients both with and without a detectable mutation.
We have identified six novel polymorphisms, both exonic and intronic (Table 3) , all inherited from a normal parent.
Genotype-Phenotype Correlations
The results of genotype-phenotype correlation analysis, performed for each phenotypic parameter, with a focus on the presence versus absence of a mutation in NIPBL and on the nature of the mutation are summarized in 40%; truncating: 5%), and wide teeth spacing (missense: 100%; truncating: 70%) are observed more in the missense NIPBL mutation carriers. No significant phenotypic effect was observed to depend on the position of the mutation, either in the missense or the truncating mutation group. Except for the correlation between adaptive functioning (see Psychology Assessments), no correlation of age with any other parameter was found, nor were significant gender differences found. The total severity score in patients with a truncating mutation (12.0) was significantly higher (p = 0.013) than the total score in patients with a missense mutation (10.4) or those without a detectable mutation (10.5).
Discussion
We have evaluated 39 patients with CdLS originating from the Netherlands. We divided the participating patients into three groups: Classical, Mild (Allanson et al 1997 , Clericuzio 1993 , Moeschler et al, 1993 , Saul et al 1993 and "Possible CdLS", the latter when a clinical diagnosis remained uncertain. Clinical features among the patients were similar to those reported previously for the Classical and Mild type groups (Hawley et al 1985; Jackson et al 1993) . The absence of significant differences between the three groups for individual symptoms indicates that CdLS is a diagnosis that relies more on the total Gestalt. However, numbers reported here are small and confirmation is needed from additional studies. An as yet infrequently reported feature was the shortening of the metatarsal bones, usually the 4 th but sometimes the 3 rd and 2 nd , that became more expressed with age.
Mutations in the NIPBL gene were found in 56% of the patients, which is somewhat higher than the frequency reported in other studies. The careful personal clinical examination of each patient before inclusion in the study may partly explain this, although a mutation was also found in the "possible CdLS" group. The nature of the mutations was similar to those from other reports: 22% missense mutations and 78% truncating mutations. Although there was a number of recurrent or previously reported mutations, no truly hot spot in NIPBL was evident. We found an excessive number of mutations clustered in exon 10, as did Tonkin et al correlations when more images become available. Once sufficient data has been collected, the dense surface models constructed will need to be evaluated using randomized, unseen test sets, for example in the form of multi-fold cross-validation studies as have been carried out for other conditions (Hammond et al. 2004; Hammond et al. in the press).
The present study confirms that CdLS individuals have a considerable risk of developing severe behavioural problems. The data regarding the nature of the behavioural problems correspond in general well with the findings in other studies (Berney et al. 1999; Hyman et al. 2002) . The severity of the behavioural problems is highly correlated with the level of adaptive functioning. Earlier studies have shown that these behavioural problems are often the result of poor communication skills (Sigafoos 2002; Van Berckelaer-Onnes et al. 2002) . Such communication problems do not appear in Table 2 , as the communication subscale in the DBC is mainly applicable to individuals with speech, which excludes most CdLS individuals with profoundly lowered adaptive functioning.
The question arises whether a subgroup of CdLS patients falls within the autism spectrum. Differentiation between autism and profoundly impaired adaptive retardation is well known to be difficult and sometimes impossible (Cox and Mesibov 1995; Van Berckelaer-Onnes et al. 2002) . In the same way, it remains uncertain in the CdLS group whether the autistic features are caused by the low level of functioning or whether they can be considered part of autism. However, this does not alter the result that the number of autistic symptoms in CdLS individuals increases if the level of adaptive behaviour decreases. Gillberg Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto) may be the first step in that direction.
In conclusion, in this study of a major proportion of the CdLS population in a single country, a mutation could be found in 56% of patients who received careful clinical investigation.
Although truncating mutations were found to be causing in general a more severe phenotype, this correlation was not absolute and it seems likely that other genetic or environmental factors influence the phenotype as well. 3D face scanning will be a powerful tool in genotypephenotype analyses. Behavioural problems showed the same variation: usually truncating mutations cause more pronounced problems, including autism, but similar problems do occur in missense mutations as well. It may be that patients with CdLS show a specific, unique autistic behaviour as was found in several other entities. International collaborations will be needed to obtain patient samples of sufficient size to allow reliable (behavioural) phenotypegenotype correlations. We have written permission by the parents of the 3 patients depicted in figures within this manuscript to use these pictures for publication in a medical journal.
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